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Regular Local Rings and Excellent Rings* 
It is well known that every regular local ring of dimension I, whose field 
of fractions has characteristic 0, is excellent (the statement is true for 
Dedekind domains: see [4, seconde partie, 7.8.3.1). On the other hand, it is 
possible to produce a regular local ring of dimension 1 and characteristic 
p J- 0 which is not excellent [5, Chapter 13, 34.B]. 
In the present paper we want to investigate the situation for regular local 
rings of characteristic 0 and dimension IZ ’ 1. Our aim is the proof of the 
following. 
THEOREM. For each integer n I 1, there rsists a regular local ring (S, III) 
satisfying the follozcing conditions: 
(1) chars 0; 
(2) char(Xm) ;- 0; 
(3) dim S rr; 
(4) S is not excellent, not eaen pseudogeometric. 
For definitions and properties of excellent rings we refer to [4, seconde 
partie] and to [5, Chapter 131. Definitions and basic properties of pseudo- 
geometric rings can be found in [6, Chapter \‘I] and in [5, Chapter 121 
(where they are called IVagata riqs) and in [4, seconde partie] (where the!- 
are called noetherian uniz:ersally japanese rings). 
1. 
Proof of the Theorem. Step I. It is enough to show the existence of a 
counterexample in dimension 2. In fact, if R is any regular local ring of 
characteristic 0 and dimension n, then R[X](,,,,x)(X indeterminate, 
* The present paper xvas written while the author \vas supported by a scholarship 
of the Italian Consiglio Nazionale delle Iiicerche. 
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nt -= maximal ideal of A!) is a regular local ring of characteristic 0 and 
dimension n -L 1 [7, Chapter I\-, Proposition 251. If R is not excellent, 
R[XJ( ,,,, X) is not excellent either, because R -g (R[.Y](,,,~,J)/(X) and an!; 
homomorphic image of an excellent ring is still excellent [4, seconde partie, 
7.X.31. 
Step II. It is enough to produce a regular local ring of characteristic 0 
and dimension 2, which is not pseudo#eometric, since R excellent :* R pseudo- 
,yeometrir [5, Chapter 13, Theorem 781. 
Step III. Let B Z[T, ,..., T,, ,..., lCnj and z-1 m-m %[7’,” ,..., T,” ,.I., I(..) , 
where Z is the ring of integers, the Tj’s are indeterminates and (2) is the 
prime ideal generated by the number 2. 
(I) \\:e want to show that B is a D\‘R. Since it is a local integral Idomain 
and its maximal ideal 2B is principal, it is enough to show that n: 2’zE: : (0) 
([2], Chapter VI, Section 1, Number 4, Proposition 2). Let’s suppose 
f:g E 0,” 2?“B, i.e.: f:‘g 2’1(frt;k,z), uhere f,,;'gn EB, for each IZ 3 1. Since 
Z[ T, )...) T,, ,..., ] is a I!FD [3, Section 3, Exercise 21, we can suppose,f and ,r 
(resp. ,f;, and g,,) have no common factor. So we deduce 
J;r,, =~- 2y,,g -~ f = G-Z’%, ) 
Therefore we have, in Z[T, ,..., 7;, ,..., ] 
for each I/. 
f E fi 2”2[7; ,.‘.) T,, )..., 1. 
Rut there exists n,, such that f E Z[T, ,..., 1’,,J and f has the same decom- 
position into irreducible factors both in Z[T, ,..., T,,] and in Z[T, ,..., ‘T,, ,..., ] 
[3, Section 3, Exercise 21. Hence, 
,f~ fj 2”%[7; ,..., T,,,] =m- (0). 
The same argument can be applied to A, since A z B. So ;1 is a DVR with 
maximal ideal 2;2. It is easy to see that 2B n A = 2A. Let Fz mm: 2122 be the 
prime field of characteristic 2. It is easy to show that K =~m F?(T, ,..., IT,, ,...,) 
is isomorphic to Bj2B and K2 c r2j2.J. 
(2) Let’s now consider the ring B[[X]] of formal power series in one 
variable over B, which is a regular local ring of dimension 2. We observe 
its completion is the regular local ring &Xl], which is also the completion 
of the local ring B[X](,,,, . 
(3) Let R be the subset of B[[X]] defined as follows: f m: C qlAY’( t R 
iff A[a,, , a, ,..., n ,1 ,...I is a finite 9-module. If f = x a,S” and R = 1: h,,XT1 
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belong to K, then there are finitely many elements a1 ,..., 0~~ E B, integral over 
A, which generate A[n,, ,..., n ,I ;...I 
A[U,) ,..., u,,;...] c d[n, )...) a,.]. 
as an .,I-module. Hence, we obtain: 
The same for the h,‘s: A-l[b ,,,..., l~,,~ ,... ] C 
A[pl ,...) P,J. so /![a,, )...) a,, ,..., 6,, ,..., h,,] ‘1 &d[a, ,..., a, , /3, ,..., By], which is 
a finite Ag-module. Therefore, \VC can conclude f ,F and ,f~ belong to I<; 
i.e.. R is a ring. 1\.e Mill need the following remark: Let us suppose 
2(x a,,,Y”) E R, i.e., a-I[2a,, ..., 2a ,) ,... ] =~ finite .J-module; then .~[cz,, .,., (I,, ,.,. ] 
is a finitelv generated _I-algebra. In fact, let us suppose .-I[2a,, ,..., 2u,, ,...] 
is generated, as an A-module, lx 1, 2n,, , (2u)‘,..., (2u$o ,.,., 2u, ,.,., (2~,)‘[. 
Then we obtain 2u,, 2h X,(2;,,) ... : X,,(Zu,)“t, where X and the h,‘s 
belong to A. Hence, n,, h ~- h,a,, i “’ ~\,.2’~ .‘a;(. Hence, we obtain 
z4[n,, )...) a ,j ,... ] .4[ao ,..., u,,~]. AIore general]!-, let us sul~lxw 1 21u,,Sji E R 
(a integer I). Then -=f[q, ,..., 0,) ,... ] is a finitely generated =I-algebra 
(proof by induction). 
(4) Let L be the field of fractions of K and define 5’ Mom R[[S]] n 1,. I, is 
obviouslv also the field of fractions of S. 
1Ve want to show that S is local, with maximal ideal (2, z\V)S. I,etfm C u,,~Y’~ 
belong to S but not to (2, S)S. If a,, ~~ 0, thenf -Y(u, : u,~Y ~j ..) and 
u, -i- a,,\- I- “. (I /X)(fl,‘Y 4 a,X’ 1 -..) i B[[S]] fl I, S, i.e., ,fF .YS, 
which is absurd. Let us suppose a,, 2a y- O(u E B); we know there are 
two series in K, say g = x h,,S” and h C t,,-Y”, such that gf 11. If 
o,, ~ “’ 6,+, 0, h,, i 0, then b&l,, c,+ But /I,, and f, belong to R, 
hence, a,, t I, 2. a 2u,/2 belong to I,. Therefore, a E S, which means 
that the series (I jS)(j’ - 2,) u, -+ a,*\- L ... EL n B[[S]] s. so WC 
conclude a,, 4 2B, Lvhich impliesf is invertible in B[[,Y]] (and obviously in L), 
~.e., ,f is invertible in S. 
Therefore, (2, -Y)S (2, dY) B[[-\l] n 5’ is th e unique maximal idcal of ,S. 
WC want to SW that R[Y](,,x, _ r S. It is enough to prow that B[S] i S 
(while we cannot claim B[S] I R). LctJ q, ~- u,S - ... ; a,,.\-” 5 K[S]. 
Since each a, is a fraction in %[‘I’, ,...~ 7’,, ,...](zj , there exists a polq-nomial 
b E Z[T, ,..., II’,, ,... ] such that l,f ha,, - ... j- /xz,,~\‘” has every coefficient 
in Z[I’, ,..., 1’,, ,.. .]. This mcans that the Ou,‘s are integral over =1; hence, 
~q%, ,..., &,I is a finite A-module. So bf t K. Since b E %[7’, ,..., 7’,, ,... 1, 
it is integral over .J, i.e., h t R. So .f tl, ~. ,f E ,V. Therefore, we obtain 
B[A-I,,,,, i S Cr B[[S]]. 
(5) It is eas\- to see that 2S 2B[[‘Y]] CT 5’. Let 
Then g ~-= x a,,.Y’j (1/2)f‘fzR[[S]] nl, cc= S, i.e.,f = 2,yE2S. 
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(6) S:2S is a local subring of K[[K]], w rose 1 maximal ideal is generated 
by -Y; hence, it is a DVR [2, Chapter \‘I, Section 1, Number 4, Proposition 21 
such that K[S](,, r Sj2S 2 K[[X]] and (S/2S)^ ~~ K[[AY]] [I, Chapter III, 
Section 3, Sumber 5, Proposition 1 I]. 
(7) Let us now prove S is noetherian. It is enough to show every prime 
ideal has a finite basis [6, Chapter I, Theorem 3.41. Let ‘p be any prime ideal 
in S. Since S:2S is a DVR, $3 mod 2S is either (0) or (Ar), for some integer 
I’ 0 [2, (‘hapter VI, Section I, Sumber 4, Proposition 21. 
Let us suppose ‘v == (0) mod 2S (i.e., PC 2s) and 2 $ ?@. Let us choose 
an element .Y E ‘1;. We know t’ 2fi , where,f, E S. Hencc,f, 2fz , for some 
,fi> E S, etc. So it is clear that x E n: 2’“s CZ n,” 2’“R[[S]] (0) [ 1, Chapter III, 
Section 3, Number 2, Corollary to Proposition 51. This means v = (0). 
If ‘i; ’ (0) and 2 $ ‘2, select any cx tz ‘v such that 01 generates s&J mod 2S, 
obtaining the following inclusions: 
Let .Y belong to $?. Then s CXU~ it 2(,, , for suitable (zi and b, in S. Then, 
since 2 $$J, h, E$, i.e., hi ~~ eta, -t 26, -.‘ .Y ~~ 01(ai 20,) !- 2”6, . It is 
no~v clear that s E CA -;~ 2”S’, for each n, i.e., 
Extending the ideals to B[[S]] WC can deduce: 
:rB[[X]] _c ‘?B[[X]] c (j (aB[[S]] + 2”B[[S]]) = aB[[S]], 
L 
the last equality depending on the fact that B[[X]] is a Zariski ring with 
respect to the 2B[[X]]-topology ( see [1, Chapter III, Section 3, Number 3. 
Proposition 6 and Section 2, Number 51). 
Therefore, if x E ‘$3, there exists g E B[[zY]] such that .X 2g. This means 
‘iy E B[[X]] n L = s. so ‘8 : as. 
Finally, if 2 t ‘$3 and 01 generates $3 mod 2S, then ‘&\ (a, 2)s. 
(8) Since S is noetherian and its maximal ideal is gencrated by 
(2, S) B[AJC,,,r, , we can conclude 3 -= B[[AY]] [I, Chapter III, Section 3, 
Number 5, Proposition 1 I]. Therefore S is a regular local ring of dimension 2 
[7, Chapter I\‘, Proposition 241. 
(9) Let us now examine S/2S’. If this ring is not pseudogeometric, then S 
itself cannot be pseudogeometric [6, Chapter \I, 36.11. Choose anv power 
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seriesf 2 u,.\“~ such that a, I and u,, T,,(mod 2B). Jf j‘s S, then 
there are suitable power series in R, say f ~~~ C h,,.Y’l ard /r r, f,,.\i”, 
such that ,cf : 11. 
Let us SlIppose b; 2’d; , for each i and let 1~ be the largest integer vvith 
this property. Obviously, ci 2”e, for each i. Then A[2”4, ,..., 2~/,, ,.._ ] and 
A[2 ‘e,: ,..., 2’~ ,i ,... ] are finite A-modules. We saw (see (3)) that &J[(i,, ,,.,, cl,, ,... ] 
and *-J[e,, ,..., P,, ,... ] are finitely generated A-algebras. Hence vve can suppose 
there are %y 2 /I,,,\-~’ and h C r,,S” such that the following are true: 
(4 xf k 
(b) z‘l[b,, ,..., h,, ,... ] and d[c,, ,..., c,, ,... ] arc finitcly gcncrated _I- 
algebras; 
(c) h,, ) . .) t3,, 1 t 2H, 6,< d 2B. 
In R WC obtain the following equalities: 
ha,, cc1 
ha,, + h,,a, (1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
I3 ~ lU() -! t3,+,a, ~- “’ t- h,U,~ 1 C,~ ]
h,a,, -i- ... -!- D,,a, c, 
6 .,,Q,, + bJ, _~ . -C ha, I (‘, , 
h,,u,, -I o,, ,a, ..- :~ /],,a,, c,, 
., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
If we reduce mod 2B, we obtain 
k, (‘.\ 
h, 1 -‘- t3,s7’, C‘,$ , 
. . . . . . . . 
6,, / b,, ,7’, + b,, 27‘, pi .‘. L- h,<‘l’,, \ c,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Therefore, the l’,‘s belong to the algebra generated over K” by 
l!h, , 6, > c,\ ,‘.., hi, > cii a--. 
Let us suppose d[b,, ,..., /I,, ,..., cc, ,..., c,, ,... ] C =J[a, ,..., Lxr]. So v~c obtain 
P[T, )...) T,, ).. .] = Icy?‘, ,...) T,, )...) CL K2((1;6,. ) h,. ) c, )..., o,, , z,, . ...) 
c Icy&, (..., ir), 
which is absurd, since K’(7’, ,..., T,, ,...) :~ K and [K : I?] = x. 
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‘I’her&re, f z 1 ~- 2 T,,S?’ $ SjZS, while f’ = I - )3 Y’,,‘S”’ 5 S,2S. 
I,et us now aupposef belong to the field of fraction of S:‘2S. Hence, there are 
suitable elements ,q and /; in Sj2S such that 9f -= /z. Sincef has order 0, g. and 
/1 hat-e the same order. We can suppose ~(0) I’ 0, h(0) f- 0, because, if 
.Y”/ E ,S 2,5’, then also 1 t S,‘2S. In fact, since S contains B[.Y], we can suppose 
A1erl is lifted to an element &Yrl, E S; and this means 1, E S, i.e., i ~= i, 1: S,‘2S. 
Hence, from ,c(O) f 0 we deduceg is invertible in Sj2S andf == (I&+) /; 5 S2S. 
I\‘e can conclude S:2S is not pseudogeometric, because the field of fractions 
of K[[-I-]] is not separable over the field of fractions of S’2S’ [5, Chapter 13, 
Theorem 7 I]. 
2 
Rernarlzs. (a) It is trivial that we can replace, in our proof, 2 b\- an! 
prime number p. 
(b) \Ve want to show it is possible to find a regular local ring of 
characteristic 0 and dimension n, for each rz > 1, which is not pseudo- 
geometric and, in addition, is henselian. We know that the henselization “S 
of S is a regular local ring of dimension n [4, quatrieme partie, 18.6.6. and 
18.6. IO]. Furthermore “S cannot be pseudogeometric, since S pseudo- 
geometric -3 “S pseudogeometric [4, quatrieme partie, 18.7.31. 
(c) The regular local ring S we produced in Proof of the Theorem has 
the peculiarity it does not contain any field. 
lVe~ert?zeless M. Xagata produced a regular local ring containing the field Q 
of rationals znhich is not excellent [6, A4ppendi.v, Example 71. In fact he showed 
the e,&ence of a normal local ring R zkch is analitically reducible, such that 
R S[S] ,‘I’, where S is a regular local ring containing a field of any charac- 
teristic .. 2, S an indeterminate and P a suitable prime ideal. Now S excellent 
-:p R excellent ([5], Chapter 13, 34.A : R is a finitely generated S-algebra). 
But this is a contradiction, since any normal excellent ring is analitically normal, 
hence, analitically irreducible [5, Chapter 13, Theorem 791. 
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